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Hello CCSA Members,

 Are you ready for the long stretch of business headed your way? Mother’s Day will be 
followed by year-end teacher gifts, then summer camps begin. This is my favorite time of year!
 All of my summer help will return from college. They don’t need to be trained and they already 
know what to expect. We are geared up for an eventful season.

 I wanted to tell you a few things I learned while attending a trends class at the 
Craft & Hobby Association Convention in Anaheim, California. Here are a few of the 
current and upcoming trends of 2012:
 Granny chic: If your grandmother had it, it’s back in style
 Large, bold flower prints
 Functional crafts, crafts as gifts, family craft nights
 Peacock and Zebra prints
 Gold
 Bold color, especially tangerine
 Big jewelry - Dramatic
 Gray is the new black
 Bling
 Vintage patterns
 Geometric Prints
 Lace
 Glitter
 A lot of white space
 Cool Aprons

 Somehow, make these work in your studio! Keep your customers interested and intrigued. 
You are going to have high traffic in your studio in the upcoming months, so make them want to 
keep coming back.

 In the next month, you will receive information regarding upcoming Board nominations. 
If you would like to volunteer or know a CCSA member who would be interested in a 
nomination, please submit one! Go to our website and check the qualifications. We would 
love to have you join in keeping the CCSA an important part of the PYOP industry.

Thank you,

Kami Hatley
CCSA President
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 Can you believe it? School is out, camps have started, and before you know it we 
will be in Austin, Texas, at the CCSA Convention with the best business partners and 
supporters to be found in any industry. If you have not started making plans to attend 
this year’s convention, get started today. Your board is working overtime to offer terrific 
classes, remarkable speakers, and just an all-around great time. They want you not only 
to have a great learning experience but to have fun while you are there.

 I am so excited about the changes in the CCSA website. Online registration for 
Convention this year is going to be wonderful. You will choose classes before you arrive 
at Convention, so no waiting in line for tickets. (Yay!) I am sure this will not be without 
challenges, so please bear with us as we make this transition. As you explore the new 
website and tackle the new Chatter (communities), please let us know your thoughts. 
This is a work in progress that we will be tweaking for months to come.

 I hope you have been taking advantage of the monthly “Motivation Monday Webinars.” 
If you have an idea for a webinar in the future, please let me know. We want these to 
focus on information that can help you make informed decisions and make your life 
easier as a studio owner.

 If you have not yet joined the CCSA or Paint Your Own Pottery Facebook page, 
I encourage you to do so today. The CCSA is using Facebook and Pinterest to increase 
the awareness of PYOP through social media and we need your help. Margie Terrana, 
the CCSA’s IT director, is spotlighting studios on the Paint Your Own Pottery 
Facebook page. But to do this she needs information about your studio. 
Email ccsa.studios@gmail.com the following information: Studio name, location, 
your name, contact phone number, link to your Facebook page, link to your website, 
picture to include in post, news you want to have posted, and any other detail that 
you want her to use in the post. You start getting your customers to “like” the page 
and we’ll start showcasing studios as the entries come in.

 Be sure to read the monthly newsletter, Chatter, and Facebook to keep up with all 
the excitement within the CCSA. And don’t forget to check out the Members Benefit 
Guide every month to see the latest benefits that are being offered to CCSA members.

Dena Pearlman
Executive Director

Letter from the 

Executive 
Director

mailto:ccsa.studios@gmail.com
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Dear Kiln Goddess,
 Except at staff meetings, some of my staff never sees 
each other. I have people who work weekends, people who 
work weekdays, and they don’t have the “team spirit” I’ve 
had in the past. What can I do?
 Signed, Leader of a Disjointed Team

Dear Kiln Goddess,
 I’ve been to studios with fabulous samples, displays 
that are current and timely, and always samples of the lat-
est and greatest thing. That is not what my studio is like. 
What can I do?
 Signed, Can Never Quite Catch Up

Dear Let’s Solve This Together,
 I’m combining these two letters, not because I don’t find them 
both in need, but because I think the solution for one might help 
the other, and vice versa.
      I am hearing more and more about studios having “staff paint” 
times. I love this idea! It could be a day, a night meeting, or when-
ever folks can get together. This is off-the-clock painting time, but 
maybe you order some pizza and provide other yumminess. You 
could have monthly themes, have everyone do pot-luck, or even 
pick a restaurant and do a small catering job. Maybe even offer to 
trade studio gift certificates for food—the restaurant can bring 
their staff in for a fun night sometime in the future, and you get fed. 
There is no limit to the ideas you can generate with this!
      The point is to let your staff enjoy you, your store and each 
other. Turn the music up and just have fun painting. No talking about 
“store stuff”—save that for the actual staff meeting. This is about 
doing in your store what customers get to do: paint and have fun!
      Now, how can this help with samples? That’s what everyone 
can paint. Get your list together of what you want finished, maybe 
even pull bisque that you want made into samples, have some 
directions for them—have you taken advantage of all the places 
there are great ideas? Many of our suppliers have wonderful idea 
sections, plus there is the CCSA website for inspiration.
      Let’s talk about timing: You need these done a minimum of 6 
weeks before you “need” them. That means that if you want some-
thing for Halloween, you paint it in August. That way it is out at 
the beginning of September. May is too late for Mother’s Day, but 
juuuuust right for Father’s Day. I know we all get our best ideas 
when it’s too late, so start an idea file. Then next year, when you are 
wanting new samples (because, really, don’t we all want new samples 
all the time?) you’ve got some great ideas waiting for you.

Dear Kiln Goddess,
 What is the best way to maintain my glaze bucket? I 
have a plastic rectangular bucket on a metal frame, and 
there is a lot of “gunk” that collects on the sides. Can I 

Ask the Kiln Goddess 
mix it in the glaze? Should I wipe it down with a sponge?
 Signed, Build-Up Is Getting to Me

Dear Layered,
 Let’s talk about what we do in an ideal world. Then we’ll talk 
about reality, okay? In an ideal world, you have a large sponge by the 
glaze bucket, and at the end of each glaze session you wipe down 
the sides, thus maintaining the pristine sides of your glaze bucket
 HAHAHAHAHAHAHA. Oh, I crack myself up. We all know what 
happens when you finish glazing: the phone rings, a customer walks in, 
you go to work on the thing that you thought about while glazing, you 
finally make it to the restroom, etc. And then one day you look down 
and there is a one-inch-thick layer of crust. And pretty it is not.
 Now, have you noticed what happens when you add glaze to 
your bucket? At the Kiln Goddess Studio we have noticed that the 
gunk under the glaze redissolves into the glaze. I’d let it all redis-
solve into the glaze, but I get a wee bit paranoid. So instead I clean 
it when I’m straining the kiln bucket. (About once a month we do 
this. Amazing what you find in the bottom of that bucket, isn’t it?) 
While the bucket is empty, get all that crust off the side, rinse the 
bucket well, and fill ’er up again. Happy dipping!

Dear Kiln Goddess,
 I am so frustrated! Lately I’ve been having so many is-
sues with customers. It seems like every day we’re dealing 
with a new problem—it’s like they are looking for ways to 
complain about how we do things. What can I do?
 Signed, I hate them all

Dear Whoa Whoa Whoa,
 Honey, how quickly can you get to some chocolate? That’s the 
first thing you need to do.
      Now, that’s better, isn’t it? I always find that dark chocolate 
goes a long way toward making it all better. But it doesn’t solve 
the problems, so let’s talk about that. I don’t know exactly what 
they are doing or complaining about, so you have to do something 
really hard: turn that lens around and examine what you are doing, 
and do it without blaming “them.” Being honest with yourself, are 
there things that you are doing that is making it too hard for cus-
tomers to be your customers? You also need to really listen to the 
complaints. Are they consistently about something that you can 
change? The more rules you have, the more conflict you can cre-
ate. That doesn’t mean let them take advantage of you, but if you 
can start from scratch and not have too many rules, then maybe 
see if everyone (especially you) is happier.  After all, you have to go 
back to your studio, but they don’t. You have to make them want 
to come back to your studio, and that starts with . . . you!

 As for the advice here, take it or leave it, but don’t blame the CCSA 
as we don’t take responsibility for the answers! Please send your Kiln 
Goddess questions to KilnGoddess@ccsaonline.com and we will for-
ward them to the Kiln Goddess!

mailto:KilnGoddess@ccsaonline.com
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EXPLORE OUR NEW WEBSITE: www.creative-hobbies.com

It’s open to the public so to access the Wholesale Section, use your customer number 
or 01-03950 as Username and 123 as a Password.

 
CALL GINNY AT 800-THE-KILN if you need a Wholesale Account Set-Up.

http://www.creative-hobbies.com
http://www.creative-hobbies.com
http://www.creative-hobbies.com


and it has a retro-cool factor for teens and tweens.
 Hipstamatic is the iPhone app that lets you take retro-looking 
photos with your phone. With lenses, flashes, and finishes from 
the past, you can look like you lived through the 1970s even if you 
were born long after that.
 Pepsi Throwbacks feature natural sugar instead of high-fruc-
tose corn syrup and retro packaging from the 1970s and ’80s. First 
launched as a limited edition release around 2009, Pepsi had such 
a great response to this soda pop that they promised to sell them 
for as long as people keep buying them.

      Organic foods and urban 
farming continue to trend up as 
people are more conscious of 
what they eat and where their 
foods come from. But isn’t this 
really how farmers grew and 
processed foods before modern 
mechanical and chemical meth-
ods were introduced to us?
      “Retrovation” means pairing 
something that seems outdated 
with something modern, giving 
it new relevance.
      How does retrovation and 
nostalgia apply to ceramics? 
Let’s take a look at the last trend 
I talked about, the organic food 
trend. Let me share two stories 
with you, one from the present 
and one from my past, that will 
help you make a connection.
      I live in an agriculturally rich 
part of the country. In fact, the 
San Joaquin Valley in California 
has been called the breadbasket 
of the world because of all the 
diverse foods grown here, and 
because we provide so many 
edible products for the rest of 
the world to enjoy. One of my 
favorite things to do beginning 
in mid-May is to leisurely shop 
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 by Jennifer Blevins, Consumer Trends Specialists, I Love to Create

trend 
FLASH

A continuing 
series on design 
and style trends 

that affect 
you and your 

studio

 When we think about trends we tend to think about what’s 
modern, current, hip, and in demand. But have you noticed that so 
many of our trends have to do with looking backward? The fashion 
and home decor industries borrow ideas, colors, and design styles 
from past decades, updating them with modern elements. The 
television and movie industry remakes past successful offerings 
and markets them as new and improved versions. We hear terms 
like retro, vintage, and nostalgia, and we tend to think of a certain 
period in time or of something being culturally outdated. This isn’t 
necessarily so. Borrowing ideas from the past and updating them is 
an important trend. Here’s why.
 Often what is familiar to 
us is comfortable, and with the 
continuous uncertainty of what 
the future holds, we could all 
use a little comfort. So we look 
back, we reminisce, and if we 
wait long enough those things 
often come back into style 
again. When brought back and 
fused with a modern need or 
idea, some outdated things are 
viewed as brand new, innovative, 
and fresh. This is called “retro-
vation,” which fuses the words 
retro and innovation. It means 
pairing something that seems 
outdated with something mod-
ern, giving it new relevance.
 Borrowing ideas from the 
past and updating them is an im-
portant trend.

HErE arE SoME ExaM-
PLES of rETrovaTIoN:
 Urban Outfitters sells por-
table turntables that play actual 
vinyl records. This appeals to 
those of us old enough to re-
member what an album is (and 
how they sounded when a nee-
dle dropped down on them), 

The PresenT May Be a Thing 
of the Past
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at one of the many farmers markets in my town. I care that my 
food is grown locally and is as fresh as possible. If you buy berries 
or eggs in the supermarket, you know that they come home with 
you in disposable Styrofoam and plastic containers. These contain-
ers are functional but not very pretty and not very good for the 
environment.
 When I was a very little girl we had our milk delivered to our 
front porch (in the city) once a week by an honest-to-goodness 
milkman. The milk came in glass bottles in a 
wire carrier. It was simply the best milk ever! 
I don’t think everyone on our block got their 
milk this way, but my dad insisted that as long 
as there were milkmen to deliver milk, he 
would have our milk delivered. When we 
finished the milk we put the empty bottles 
back in the wire carrier and left it on the 
porch to be exchanged for the next fresh 
delivery of milk. Those were the days.
 Can you see how nostalgia plays a role in this current farm-
inspired trend? Designers do. Inspired by simpler times and less 
disposable tableware, hip lifestyle stores like Sur la Table, Pottery 
Barn, and Anthropologie, as well as the indie crafter site Etsy, have 
begun selling berry baskets, egg crates, farm-fresh milk bottles, and 
mason jars made in ceramics and stoneware. Why? Because of 
the appeal of enjoying wholesome, good foods direct from the 
farm, and the altruistic experience of doing a good deed for the 
environment. If you haven’t noticed, the farmer and the farmhouse 
are big trends. But it’s not just about the food; it’s also about the 
lifestyle. The key is taking these simple pieces from the past and 
remaking them to complement our modern decor.
 If you haven’t noticed, the farmer and the farmhouse are big 

trends. But it’s not just about the food; it’s also about the lifestyle.

HErE’S HoW yoU CaN aPPLy THIS TrEND IN SEv-
EraL WayS.
 Incorporate an eclectic blend of plates from the past with 
painted plates from the present. Grandma’s china may appear less 
formal on a table when mixed with modern dishes. Encourage 
your customers to think about how they can incorporate what 

they already have with what they may wish 
to create.
      If you have farm-inspired bisque pieces 
display, them with fresh local produce from 
the farmer’s market. It will add color and 
fragrance to your studio, plus it will give 
your customers an idea of how to use 
them. Do you have an old colander, some 
wooden spoons, or even glass mason jars? 
Use props like these to create a mood for 

your tabletop setting.
 Soften the look of the table setting by using a worn quilt or 
vintage linens as a tablecloth.
 White dishware is all the rage. It is simple and clean, and can 
be paired with almost any type of tableware. Most customers 
probably don’t come into your studio to paint bisque with white 
glaze alone. But why not? Create a grouping of all-white vases, 
dishes, and cups. Incorporate pops of color using fresh flowers, 
seed pods, and even decorative grasses within your display.
 Nostalgia is really a sentiment about the past. Connect your 
consumers with past good times by celebrating events, anniversa-
ries or special times shared by your neighborhood or town.

Encourage your customers 
to think about how they 

can incorporate what they 
already have with what 
they may wish to create.
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oN ThE RoAD
By Denise Callen, Playful Potter, Sparks, Nevada

 Life is like a garden. You plant seeds and 
watch them grow. As time goes by you plant 
more seeds and soon you will be presented 
with a garden of creativity and opportunity. 
Such is the case with the journey of Teresa 
Wik at T Pots Pottery.
 The ceramic seed was first planted with 
her in high school when her father bought 
her a wheel. She continued to throw pots as 
she went through nursing school and started 
working as a director in a small hospital in 
the Sierra Nevada Mountains. When Teresa 
left that job in the early ’90s, she had more 
time on her hands to play with clay. The 
problem was that there was nowhere to fire 
her creations. With encouragement from her 
husband, she bought a kiln and started selling 
her creations at craft fairs.
 As time went on and Teresa spent more 
time on her craft, she decided it was time 
to branch out. She opened her first store-
front studio in 2006 and offered throwing 
and a traditional experience with ceramics. 
She sold her work as well as the “make your 
own” experience to the Truckee market.
 “After a few years I was looking to ex-
pand my business and reach out to a younger 
market. Parents spend a lot money on kids,” 
said Teresa. She visited a few PYOP studios 
and knew that the PYOP seed was ready to 
sprout in her storefront. Luckily, she was less 
than hour away from the CCSA convention 
in Reno in 2010!
 PYOP was just the beginning of a creative 
paradise in Teresa’s studio. She now offers 
clay, wheel, PYOP, glass, acrylics on wood and 
canvas, and much more. “T Pots Pottery has 

T POTS POTTERy
Truckee, California

PYOP was just the beginning of a creative 
paradise in Teresa’s studio. She now offers 
clay, wheel, PYOP, glass, acrylics on wood 
and canvas, and much more. 



WHaT WoULD yoU LIKE yoUr CUSToMErS To 
KNoW aBoUT yoU THaT THEy DoN’T aLrEaDy 
KNoW?
 Tony: Most customers do not know that Chrysanthos is 100 
percent Australian owned and that we have been in this business 
for 18 years, initially 11 years in Australia and more recently 7 
years in China. Our products are therefore made to Western qual-
ity standards and have been proven to work.
 John: Well, I think it is neat that we are an art manufacturer and 
have been around for 37 years. Our company started in the animation 
supplies business and we still today supply the Simpsons TV show with 
all their animation supplies. We also make Disney’s animation paper and 
our acrylic paint was used in the background for the Lion King movie. 
We also ship free to the USA with a minimum of $500 purchase.

WHy DID yoU CHooSE To GET IN To THIS INDUS-
Try?
 Tony: I have had an interest in color for most of my life and 
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evolved from strictly a fully equipped 
clay studio to a place where people 
can go for a creative outlet. The studio 
is designed to be a destination, where 
people are welcome to come and stay 
for several hours as they complete 
their projects, whether it is painting, 
glass fusing, or working in clay,” said 
Teresa. Since her market is small with 
a population of only 15,000 full-time 
residents, she is the place to go for 
craft and art supplies. “Residents and 
visitors were looking for options be-
yond CVS and Longs Drugs for craft 
supplies, so I fill that niche.”
 T Pots moved from its original 
location to its new home during the 
summer of 2011. Knowing that it was 
time to expand, Teresa searched and 
searched for a new location. As she 
was about to sign a lease in an ex-
pensive shopping center, a great op-
portunity popped up. “Some doctors 
I knew from my time as a nurse had 
a space in their building open up a 
block away. They were willing to work with me on build-out and 
the location was great.” The former location had been a deli for 
over 30 years but after removing a large walk-in cooler and add-

Meet Your 
SupplierS:
TONY CRISAFI FROm ChRYSANThOS COlOR COmpANY ANd 

JOhN muNRO FROm ChROmACOlOuR INTeRNATIONAl

this is the most challenging area of color that I know. 
 John: We were owned by the same company as Color Me 
Mine in the late ’90s—a public company in Toronto, Canada, and 
we were assigned the task of making their underglaze under pri-
vate label.

HoW Do yoU CHooSE NEW PIECES To aDD To 
yoUr INvENTory?
 John: That’s an easy one. We ask our customers!
 
WHaT IS THE BEST PIECE of aDvICE THaT yoU 
CoULD offEr a STUDIo oWNEr?
 Tony: Run your studio like you would run any other business. 
Many studios go broke because they do not adhere to the basic 
principles. So learn how to keep this focus and not lose sight of 
your goals.

ing new flooring, all Teresa had to do 
was paint and move in.
 She announced the move to 
her customers via Facebook and her 
newsletter. “Location, location, loca-
tion! I had more customers than I 
imagined at our new location even 
without doing any advertising.” With 
the large influx of customers, Teresa 
had her eye on the store next door. 
When the yarn store closed, the 
space never even went on the market 
since her landlords knew she needed 
room to grow. But even with great 
landlords, Teresa made sure all her 
i’s were dotted and her t’s crossed. 
Knowing how important a lease is to 
a business, she sent it back to the law-
yers three times to ensure all terms 
and conditions were correct.
 Since the Truckee/Tahoe 
area is a hot—though sometimes 
snowy—tourist destination, Teresa 
talks with hotels and resorts about 
her studio. “It is all about planting the 

seed,” she says. Once that seed it planted, event planners and con-
cierges know where to send the flocks of tourists to create and 
get their hands dirty!

“The studio is designed to be a destination, where 
people are welcome to come and stay for several 
hours as they complete their projects, whether it is 
painting, glass fusing, or working in clay.”
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Get Ready foR 
Convention!
By Emily Rhodes, 
The Polka Dot Pot, Winchester, Virginia

 I must confess that I’m super-excited about CCSA Convention 
2012! Maybe it’s the location. Austin is a great city, so try to take an 
extra day or two to explore. (Make sure you bring your appetite; 
this is not a city to diet in.) Maybe it’s because the hotel is cool and 
does not require segways or rollerblades to get from your room to 
the classrooms. Maybe it’s because this is the first convention where 
I’ve been involved in the planning process. Whatever the reason, I 
am pumped for convention this year and I hope you are too!
      We are going to pack a lot of variety into our classes and speak-
ers this year: techniques, business, clay, canvas, and even “biznique” 
classes. Biznique classes combine the thrill of learning a technique 
with the information you will need to go right back to your studio 
and implement what you learned. I think the majority of us are learn-
ing that we need to provide more than just pottery painting in our 
studios to keep our long-time customers happy and create a buzz 
to attract new ones. And seriously, can we ever have enough painting 
techniques in our repertoire for our customers? Not to mention 
clay. The profit margin is great, and both kids and adults love coming 
in and making the mess at our studios instead of at home. And we 
won’t forget about glass—we’ll have ideas for studios new to the 
genre and for those who have been there, done that. And did I men-
tion that the wonderful Heidi Floyd will also be teaching a class?!
      The hotel this year is really nice. Search for “Renaissance Austin” 
and check out the website. The rooms are cozy and the hotel gift 
shop is lovely. Other shopping is just minutes away: Pottery Barn, 
Coldwater Creek, Cheesecake Factory. There is a cool restaurant 
right outside the hotel. Luckily, there is a coffee bar (@ustinbytes) in 
the hotel lobby that has quite a bit to offer, and we will warn them 
to have it well staffed in the mornings! There are grab-and-go items 
and other good munchies for breakfast and for afternoon snacking. 
The food in the restaurant is good. (Be sure to try the jalapeño 
cornbread, and if you don’t like it, just drop it off at my room.) 
Most important, there is a very nice bar, right near the main atrium, 
which has decent seating and will be a great gathering spot for our 
group. Friday evening we’ll hold our Mix and Mingle Happy Hour 
(or should I say Happy Hours?). Newbies, just grab a beverage and 
mingle. We are not a shy bunch and we love new people to talk to.
      Registration for convention classes is going to be different this 
year. Right now we are working the last bugs out of the system, so 
at first you’ll just register for the Convention, Precons, and studio 
tour. Once all the classes are finalized, everyone who’s registered 
for convention will be sent a link to sign up online for classes. 
Information about each class will be provided so you can make an 
informed decision. Of course, this also means that when a class is 
full, it’s full—no exceptions. The good news is that this means no 
more waiting in those interminable lines to attend a class—we’ll 
all know beforehand which classes we’ve gotten into.
      Now, how about a sneak peek at some of what to expect at con-
vention? The Precons are going to rock. There will be two business 
classes and two technique/biznique classes. Cindy Morrison, a profes-

sional speaker who specializes in improving business success through 
social media tools, will be offering a Precon that explores intermediate-
level social media skills (beyond just putting a profile together), includ-
ing ideas on how to engage customers and prospects, and how to really 
use social media to market effectively. She will also focus on how studio 
owners can get media coverage in their respective media markets, and 
will explain all about press releases (how to write them, who to send 
them to, and how to get their news covered). She will even have ex-
amples of successful campaigns by current studio owners.
      The other business class, presented by Danielle Rodenbough, 
founder of the human resources organization Trouble at Work?, 
will focus on hiring (finding good candidates and conducting inter-
views) as well as on evaluating and disciplining employees.
      Precon techniques classes will teach both glass and wet clay. 
Becky Maiefski, owner of Clay ’n Latte, will be teaching “Clay for Kids 
Made Simple,” her innovative approach for successful clay projects 
for camps and workshops. And Denise Gibson of Delphi will show 
us “How to Really Sell Glass.”After teaching several very successful 
business classes at last year’s convention, merchandising and event 
planning expert extraordinaire Mary Liz Curtin returns this year as 
our keynote speaker, exploring the topic of how to survive in a bad 
location in a down economy. With over 35 years of hands-on expe-
rience in the gift and home industries, Mary Liz is an internationally 
acknowledged expert in independent retail and has advised numer-
ous manufacturers on marketing, sales, and management issues with 
her unique brand of Sales and Marketing Therapy.
      Regular classes at convention will focus on business items such 
as social media, employees, event marketing, credit card process-
ing, field trips, and more. Technique classes will include glass, clay, 
glass fusion, pottery glazes, various painting projects, and some 
new stuff we haven’t tried before. Biznique classes will include clay 
handprints, clay, glass, canvas, and more.
      And of course, I can’t close without mentioning our theme this year: 
Camp CCSA. We want Camp CCSA to be a fun and relaxed place for 
you this year. We are planning some cool activities and even working 
on having some powwows around the bonfire! Well, those are actually 
round table discussions but a powwow fits our theme. There are a few 
other tricks up our sleeves as well, and information will follow as details 
are finalized. You’ll have to keep up through chatter and our newslet-
ters. Or better yet, come to Convention and see for yourself!
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By Michelle Booth, 
Glazed Over Ceramics and Fused Glass, Houston, Texas

 You only have seven seconds to make a good impression. This 
is true in everything we do in business, but especially in marketing. 
Our lives are so busy that we don’t have time anymore to focus 
on anything too lengthy or time consuming. And neither do our 
customers. So it’s great that Pinterest has come along: the Internet 
“eye candy” for this generation.
      Pinterest is like a bulletin board and photo sharing social web-
site. “Pinners” set up themed boards on their page, where they 
share (or “pin”) and repin photos, and videos from others’ boards. 
Or they can download new photos of their own. These photos, 
and ideas include everything from recipes to decorating, art, jew-
elry, and trips you’d like to take. Many of you have probably already 
started your own personal Pinterest page. But, what about having 
one for your business? I’m going to tell you how easy it is.
      Pinterest is still really new. Since it launched in March 2011, it 
has gotten over 16 million users. Most users (80 percent) users 
are women and are between the ages of 24 and 35. Forbes calls it 
the fastest-growing website ever. It is so new that there is not even 
any data on how it’s helping businesses, or any Pinterest experts 
on the subject. But, many think this will bypass Facebook and Twit-
ter in marketing to customers. I have had my Pinterest business 
account for about a month, so I am learning as I write this.
      Pinners are attracted to the sleek, streamlined look of Pinter-
est. The colorful, high-resolution photos catch their attention. The 
Repin, Like, and Edit buttons are small and hidden so as not to 
distract from the photos. You have to be invited to Pinterest, so 
the exclusivity makes it attractive as well. There’s not a lot of text 
to read, so you can scan the pages you follow quickly and easily. 
The photos all link back to either a website or a blog.
      My goal for my business Pinterest is to get local followers 
who will visit my website and then my studio. We will talk about 
possible ways to get these followers. It is very different than Fa-
cebook.
      Let’s first start with signing up. You can go to their website 
and request an invite to Pinterest, but you will probably never 
hear from them because they can’t keep up with all the requests. 

The easiest thing to do is to 

request an invite from a friend. They only need your email address. 
You can only sign up on it if you have a Facebook or Twitter ac-
count. If you already have a personal Pinterest account and you 
don’t want to give it up for your business account, you will have to 
start a new one. You can do this through Twitter. And once you do 
it, even if it is your personal Twitter or personal Facebook account, 
you can go back and edit all the settings, password, photo, email, 
and so on. I knew my husband did not want a Pinterest account 
and I didn’t want to give up my personal one, so he let me use his 
Facebook account. I just went back in and changed all the account 
settings. (This way, I can have a Pinterest that is solely dedicated 
to business use.)Whichever you use, you will have instant “follow-
ers.” They will be either Facebook friends or Twitter followers 
who are also on Pinterest.
      Now that you’re set up, it’s time to create your boards. Keep 
in mind these can be changed, deleted, or added to at any time. 
Maybe start with a couple of boards and go from there. Click on 
the “add” button to create a board. Call it anything you want: Fire 
It Up Pottery, Fire It Up Glass Fusing, or Fire It Up Customer’s Art, 
or whatever else fits. Try to use your studio name whenever pos-
sible in the board name, the photo description, and the like.
      Now you need a “Pin It” button. Click on the “About” tab at 
the top of your account, and click on “Pin It.” This will walk you 
through adding it to your “favorites” bar. That way, you can pin any 
images or videos from any website.
      At this point, you need photos. That is the whole point of Pin-
terest, and it’s what attracts followers. You can do this two ways: 
either from your website or from your camera. Most important, 
make sure they are good-quality, high-resolution photos. I invested 
in a new good-quality camera. Make sure your website photos 
look good and represent what you want potential customers to 
see.
      Go to the “add” button in your account, and “Upload a Pin.” If 
you upload from your website, there is nothing else to do except 
write a description and choose into what Board you want to place 
it. If you are uploading it from your computer, once it has “pinned,” 
go back to “edit” and add your URL link to your website. This way, 
if someone clicks on it, it links back to your site. You can also add 
the Pin It button to your own website to make it easier for your 
customers to repin images from your site. More Google Juice!
      You don’t want to upload all your pictures in one day. Just like 
Facebook, people check Pinterest different times a day, and several 
times a day. They’ll scroll down only so far to review all their pins. 
Try to give them something new and interesting to look at often. I 
try to post 5 to 10 pictures every other day, at different times of 
day. It’s also really important to post videos whenever possible. 
There aren’t that many videos on there yet, so they’ll get lots 
of play. They are super easy to post from You Tube. Just “Pin It” 
from there, and then edit it to add your URL. 
      Post pictures that reflect what you want to sell in your studio. 
If you want to have more people throwing on the wheel, post 
amazing pictures of that. If you want to increase your birthday 
parties, post photos of your party room the relevant pottery 

Pinterest Marketing
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choices. If you want to highlight summer camp samples, create a 
whole board for this. If glass is new in your studio, have a whole 
board dedicated to that. The pinning possibilities are endless!
      So that I don’t turn off my potential customers by just post-
ing my studio’s business, I also have a couple of boards that have 
nothing to do with my business but do relate to my city. I also 
have a board of random things that I love. Your customers get on 
Pinterest for enjoyment, so it’s best not to market too much. Post 
interesting and creative things you think they will like. Also, I don’t 
repin too much of other people’s and businesses’ stuff because 
there is a lot of speculation right now on the Pinterest copyright 
issue. So, for example, if there is a book on handprint ideas, I might 
post it on my personal Pinterest, but not my business one, so 
they can’t say I am profiting from their copyrighted materials. But 
remember, if you don’t want someone to copy something fabulous 
you’ve created, never post it on the Internet. As I am writing this, 
Pinterest has just updated their Terms of Service, which discusses 
this, and you can read here: www.pinterest.com/about/terms/
      You never know which pictures will become popular and be 
repinned, but that is your goal. The more it’s repinned, the more 
people’s friends will see it, and now hopefully their friends too! If 
I’ve had a popular piece that been repinned a lot, I’ll wait a few 
days and post it again. Then new people will see it and repin it. Your 
followers will probably not even know you have repeated one.
      The most important part of creating a successful Pinterest 
account is getting people in your city to follow your boards. This 
part is not as easy, because people from all over the world will 
follow you. The good news is you start with a base from your Fa-

cebook or Twitter account. Try to follow many of your followers’ 
followers. When they see you have added them, they will probably 
add you as well. Also, as a customer adds you, you’ll get an email 
that gives you the opportunity to add them as well. This is the goal. 
Some of my customers who are well known in the community 
follow me, and vice versa. I clicked on their list of followers from 
my city, and followed them. Within minutes I had many following 
mine!
      HErE arE SoME TIPS for GETTING MorE aT-
TENTIoN oN PINTErEST:
 Put signs in your studio, or even display the Pinterest address 
painted on a plate.
 Send a Constant Contact email blast.
 Pass out flyers asking customers to follow you on Pinterest.
 Post on your personal and your business Facebook asking for 
followers.
 Put that “Pin It” button on your website.
 Get your staff to tell their friends.
 Create a customer board encouraging them to email you pic-
tures, and in turn they will tell their friends. 
      Having a Pinterest for my business reminds me to take pictures 
of my customers’ masterpieces, and strive to create new, innova-
tive, eye-catching samples. The more you can be active on your 
boards, the more excitement and talk you will create. I still re-
member the first time someone new came into my studio because 
they saw me on Facebook. I will be so thrilled when that happens 
because of Pinterest.
      Happy pinning, everyone!

By Karen Maroot, International Development Director

 Enjoy these selections sure to delight you and your customers. 
If you have some music you would like share, please contact me at: 
karen@ccsaonline.com

NEW oN THE SCENE
Something you may have not heard yet: new 
music from an old favorite
       TUSKEGEE, Lionel Richie: In just one hour 
with HSN, Lionel Richie sold more than 20,000 
copies of Tuskegee before it even hit the mar-
ket. Great songs are great songs; “contempo-

rary goes country,” no matter what genre they were written for. 
Tuskegee is a collection of 13 duets with some of the best contem-
porary and legendary country singers. The songs on the record are 
all classic songs Lionel originally wrote for his own career. In the 
case of “Lady,” if you’re even the slightest fan of Lionel Richie, this 
album is a must! It will play well in your studio and delight your cus-
tomers! For more information visit: http://lionelrichie.com/

JUST BECaUSE I LIKE IT
Tunes with something special that caught my ear
       THE UNION, Elton John and Leon Russell: 
So moved am I by this album with two legends 
that my humble review cannot begin to pay 
homage to the album that will someday be-
come a classic. The Rolling Stone review goes 

into extensive detail about just how Sir Elton John reached out to 
his inspiration, Leon Russell, to create music history once again.

 Since Elton’s music was a standard for me while growing up (I 
have every one of his albums), I had to learn more about the man 
and the music that inspired my idol. I quickly discovered just why 
Elton John was so incredibly moved by the music of Leon Russell 
and I became an instant fan of Leon’s music. If you are as intrigued as 
I am by this union, read the following link from the Rolling Stone:
www.rollingstone.com/music/albumreviews/the-union-20101012.
 The YouTube video where Elton pays tribute to Leon Russell as 
he is inducted into the Rock and Roll hall of fame is one of the most 
beautiful tributes I have ever seen. It will make you cry! Check it out 
here: www.youtube.com/watch?v=pT5aYRgmgyM

oLD favorITES
Like a comfortable pair of shoes, these tunes feel 
good anytime!
       JAZZIFIED, Slim Man: My passion for music 
comes from my father, who introduced me to 
Slim Man. The CD Jazzified is fantastic, featur-
ing renowned jazz artists Marc Antoine, Ken 

Navarro, Joe Ercole, and Kevin Levi. Favorite songs include “Sweet 
Serenade,” “Weeping Willow,” “Don’t Say Goodbye,” and “A Night 
Like This.” The Jazziz 2001 Readers Poll voted it Best Contempo-
rary Jazz.
 Slim’s sensual sound is a perfect match for today’s smooth jazz 
format, and this is his best work to date. It’s refreshingly original 
and his vocals show a lot of depth and emotion. For an even more 
delightful treat visit, visit www.slimman.com/home.html. Here he 
shares fascinating history about his hero father, and also shows how 
to cook a great meal of salmon with masala sauce—simply deli-
cious!

World Muse Picks: Music to Inspire Your Customers and Enhance the Studio Experience

http://www.pinterest.com/about/terms/
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http://www.rollingstone.com/music/albumreviews/the-union-20101012
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pT5aYRgmgyM
http://www.slimman.com/home.html
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by Helene Safford, 
Clay Cafe Studios, Falls Church, Virginia

 Small businesses need to continue to drive marketing dollars 
further just to keep up with today’s fast-paced environment. Lo-
cal marketing services like Living Social, Groupon, TroopSwap, Deal 
Chicken, and the like are enticing thousands of customers to try out 
new products and services. I found a consensus among the market-
ing experts while sorting through some of 
the 2012 recommendations on marketing 
trends. Here are some of the highlights:

GaMIfICaTIoN
 Gamification has reached many areas 
of business, marketing, and education. Busi-
nesses are trying to entice consumers into 
having fun on their websites and then re-
warding them in a way that will generate 
business and draw them into their brick-
and-mortar locations. “Gamification is the new Brand Engage-
ment” was the theme for a recent sold-out Gamification Summit 
in San Francisco. “Marketers are seeing the light: gaming is ‘the new 
black’ in brand building and engagement.” So how can we easily 
incorporate this trend into our marketing plan (and websites)? 
The CCSA has already included a fun painting feature into our 
consumer website at www.paintyourownpottery.com/paint-now. 
This is a member benefit that you can start using today. You can 
add a link to your website or next email and ask your customers 
to bring in a printed picture of their creation to receive a discount 
(like a coupon). You may even want to set aside some wall space 
for a display of your customer creations!

Qr (QUICK rESPoNSE) CoDES CoNTINUE
 The next generation of QR Codes will continue in 2012. The 
traditional square barcode will be replaced by many businesses with 
their logo using technology from patented technology by SnapTag. Your 
branded logo will take your customers to the company website for 
interaction and more business. Office Depot has taken it one step fur-

ther and combined the 
Gamification trend 
with their own SnapTag 
to entice customers to 
play their instant win 
game. Visit their web-
site at www.spyder-
lynk.com/snaptag/
what-is-a-snaptag/ for 
more information.

SoLoMo
        One of the latest 
trendy buzzwords is 
SoLoMo, which refers 
to getting social, local, 

and mobile combined in one trend. Google’s Matt Cutts coined 
this term, but it’s probably better explained by an example from 
Black Friday in 2011. The New York Times reported that advertis-
ers lured customers away and stole competitor sales while they 
were waiting on line to make a purchase—an awesome combina-
tion of social, local, and mobile all being used together. The Smart-
Phone and tablets such as the iPad have brought you the mobile 
Internet. The technology, however, has “very specific display and 

interaction constraints, your entire online 
presence will be jeopardized in a couple of 
years.” Content is still king, so you need to 
make sure that your website fits the bill. 
Visit this link to read more about SoLo-
Mo and the future of mobile computing 
from Fast Company: www.fastcompany.
com/1799122/solomo-social-location-mo-
bile-technology-future. 

CoNTENT MarKETING
 “Web traffic, blogs, case studies, and white papers are now be-
ing considered an essential part of the marketing mix.” Business 
websites and direct marketing channels such as Constant Contact 
need to provide meaningful content to the consumer to get them 
coming back to your website and brick-and-mortar location. In-
formational placeholders just aren’t enough anymore. Be aware of 
the “death of the brochure website.” Your marketing plan needs to 
drive the right offers to the right customers and the best way to 
understand who they are is through tracking your website statistics 
and emails. Search engine marketing is still relevant and your Google 
ranking helps to build customer trust. 

vIDEo CoNTENT STILL rULES SUPrEME
 Every day you hear about one video or another going “viral” 
on the national news. Media are pushing more and more consum-
ers to view online content on YouTube and other video-sharing 
sites. Technology is helping promote this trend by making it so 
easy for user-generated content to go live online directly from 
their SmartPhones, tablets, and other digital devices. How-to vid-
eos, simple instructional podcasts, and low-profile copies of your 
TV commercials (if you are advertising in the medium) should 
have a home on your business website. You will get thousands of 
views for the cost of your monthly hosting and appeal to many 
generations of consumers. What better way to drive your market-
ing dollar further!
 There is a noticeable trend in marketing trend research; in-
teractive content and enhancing your digital, online presence con-
tinues to rise in effectiveness. We aren’t reinventing anything here. 
We are just taking our marketing plans to the next level to keep 
up with the fast pace of digital technology. Social media such as 
YouTube, Facebook, Twitter, and LinkedIn are showing nearly 50 
percent increased usage by marketers. Blogs, videos, webcasts, and 
webinars are on the rise. It’s not too late to jump on the band-
wagon and start optimizing your digital presence and attract new 
customers.

2012 Top DigiTal
M a r k e t i n g  t r e n d s

We aren’t reinventing 
anything here. We are just 
taking our marketing plans 
to the next level to keep 
up with the fast pace of 

digital technology.
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By Danielle Rodenbough, 
Trouble at Work?

 Managers often ignore conflicts between employees hoping 
they will disappear or resolve themselves. Conflicts between co-
workers often begin as work-related issues, then spiral into per-
sonal and emotional ones. Conflicts that last longer than a week 
or two can actually damage your company’s culture, employee 
morale, and overall productivity. When employee conflicts are 
manifested in front of customers, it can significantly damage return 
business.
 Unfortunately, in this tight labor market, employees who 
might have left for another job if a conflict arose are unable to 
do so. This often results in escalating emotional situations in the 
workplace and more employee issues for managers.
 In this litigious age of employment, many managers are reluc-
tant to “meddle” in personal conflicts. Employees often tell man-
agers that it’s none of their business as long as they’re “still doing 
their job.” However, if it’s happening at work on company time, 
even if it’s subtle and being carried out passively, it is the manager’s 
business.
 Employee conflicts rarely involve just two parties, and more 
often entangle and polarize others. When employees begin passing 
information back and forth and taking sides, it ceases to become 
merely a conflict and turns into a company “sporting” event. Only 
one person will become the winner, and co-workers begin to take 
an active part.
 Because it’s hard to quantify or define these types of con-
flicts, managers are hesitant to act. Here are some signals that a 
bonafide conflict exists and action is required:
 A work-related conflict between two employees was never 
resolved.
 It is a “well-known fact” that two parties do not like each other. 
 The two employees go out of their way to avoid or antago-
nize one another.
 Many employees seem to have an opinion about the conflict 
and are sharing their thoughts with others in the workplace.
 Other employees have asked their manager to resolve it.
 A change in behavior is visible in one or both of the employees 

 Failure to act gives other employees the impression that 
management is avoiding the conflict and strong leadership is not 
valued. More serious consequences can be growing emotional is-
sues for the employees directly involved, triggering stress-related 
absences from work or serious health issues.
  A lack of confidence in their ability to resolve conflict is the 
main reason managers do not get involved. If the conflict is not an 
illegal harassment or discrimination issue, consider the following 
two-step approach.

DEaL WITH BoTH EMPLoyEES SEParaTELy:
 Acknowledge awareness that the conflict exists.
 Ask each employee how they would like to be viewed within 
the organization.
 Tell them candidly how they are viewed currently.
 Describe how the conflict affects the business (productivity, 
lost time, and so on).
 Ask if they are truly interested in returning to a nonconflict 
situation, and if they are willing to take actions to do so.
 Describe consequences of not resolving the conflict.

WorKING WITH THE EMPLoyEES ToGETHEr:
 Have the employees list situations in which they must work 
together.
 Get agreements on the behaviors they will exhibit (cordial 
tone of voice, a commitment to fully communicate, no overt body 
language such as eye rolling or making faces).
 Ask each one if they will agree to discontinue all discussion of 
the conflict with others at work.
 Make decisions about how progress will be measured: bi-
weekly short meetings, or another option.
 Create an issue resolution process for them to use if they 
have a problem with each other. Going behind each other’s backs 
for help will not be tolerated.
 Give appropriate praise for their participation in the conflict 
resolution process. This attention will help replace the attention 
they get as either the “victim” or the “perpetrator.”

 Also, there are resources available to managers if they feel 
uncomfortable conducting employee sessions of this nature. Em-
ployee Assistance Programs or human resources consultants with 
conflict resolution experience can help guide employers through 
the process. Attorneys usually reserve their Alternative Dispute 
Resolution skills for issues when the process is an alternative to 
legal action, and don’t normally get involved in non-litigious em-
ployee conflicts.
 Remember, employees at all levels in the organization can fall 
victim to conflicts with co-workers. Left unresolved, these con-
flicts can damage careers and interfere with team-based work 
groups. Whether the conflict is based on perceived personality 
conflicts, differences in work styles, or perceptions about work 
performance, acknowledging and addressing the conflict is part of 
a manager’s responsibility and duty. If you’re unsure of what to do, 
get help and advice. Don’t let it fester. 

 Danielle Rodenbough is the principal of Trouble at Work? in 
Leawood, Kansas, a human resources consulting and employment ser-
vices firm specializing in small businesses.

IgNoRINg EmployEE 
CoNflICTS CAN BE 

DANgERouS
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By DJ Freyman, 
President and Owner, Ceramics Unlimited

 I’ll never forget the first call I received in summer 2010. I re-
call the conversation clearly: “DJ, a customer just called and she’s 
the third person this week to say that mugs purchased from us 
have shivered,” one of our team’s sales reps noted. My initial reac-
tion was to suggest a sweater for the mug, but by the end of the 
week I knew the shivering reports were not funny.
       When those initial calls came in that summer we needed 
a plan and fast—especially since Ceramics Unlimited had never 
before had a quality control protocol in place. This article out-
lines the operations and procedures Ceramics Unlimited put into 
place during that summer; since then we’ve 
refined our protocol for bisque testing, but 
still keep these steps in place standard op-
erating procedures to ensure the highest-
quality bisque for our customers.
       It all started with a conversation. “Why was 
this happening?” I asked our bisque vendor out 
of Asia. He spent hours on email and the phone 
educating me on why the shivering may be oc-
curring and what his team was doing to address 
the issues on their side (in Asia). We covered 
everything from clay quality, to fast-drying techniques gone badly during 
a nasty (and very wet) monsoon season in China, to the possibility of un-
even firing in the industrial-sized kilns. Reality set in: there were a lot of 
potential reasons for the shivering. And it was clear that he had his work 
cut out for him to revisit the factories and ensure an improved quality 
control process and greatly enhance his own testing methods.
       With him off in the Far East, I had my own dilemma(s) of sort-
ing through hundreds of cases of bisque to ID which SKUs might 
be adversely affected by the variables out of Asia. I remember 
thinking, “I can’t test them all . . . can I?”
 Nope. I could not feasibly test all the bisque on our warehouse 
floor. In its business history of more than 18 years, CU had never had 
to do any sort of QC process before. I had no idea where to begin, 
so my team and I created a plan to ID and isolate (eventually to toss) 
the bad bisque that summer. Our immediate goals were to:
 Listen to our customers! They were sharing up-to-the-minute 
results on bisque; similarly we needed to share with them any in-
formation we had on bisque that needed to be pulled from their 
shelves 
 Identify the affected SKUs.
 Link those SKUs back to the container(s) on which they had 
arrived.
 Gather the lot numbers printed on the boxes off of those 
flagged containers.

 Start testing the flagged lot numbers.
 Pull the bad bisque!

 With our first efforts to organize our inventory now under-
way, we begin keeping a list of lot numbers that we could link to af-
fected products. Mugs on one container, dog banks on another. The 
list grew and ultimately resulted in us tossing hundreds of boxes of 

bisque. Eventually we started to see a drop 
in our customer calls and we became well 
versed in identifying what SKUs might be 
worth pulling from studio’s shelves.
 But new containers were starting to 
arrive. How could we ensure the incoming 
products were okay to sell? Our next step 
was to bring in a bisque expert to help set 
protocol for bisque testing going forward. 
Enter David Hoff. Our first face-to-face 
meeting was a day-long discussion on how 

to assure quality control over our incoming bisque. It eventually 
turned into a 7-part plan:
 1. Predelivery planning
 2. Materials for testing
 3. Protocol for container delivery/bisque storage
 4. Quantities/glazes
 5. Painting/glazing
 6. Kiln
 7. Post-kiln

       We were lucky enough to have some skilled bisque aficionados 
in our area and found one terrific woman who had more than 30 
years’ experience making (“throwing”), painting, dipping, and firing 
bisque. We snapped her up and she’s with us to this day, testing our 
bisque with each incoming container. 
       Our goal in setting a bisque testing protocol was to ensure that 
we had a solid plan in place that allowed us to identify any troublesome 
bisque before shipping to our customers. Anything less than perfect has 
been retested and, if needed, tossed. Let’s face it—none of us wants to 
have another summer of 2010. Prescreening our bisque inventory is 
one step CU is committed to keeping now and going forward.

 For questions or comments feel free to email me at: dj@ceramic-
sunlimited.com

With our first efforts to 
organize our inventory 

now underway, we begin 
keeping a list of lot num-
bers that we could link to 

affected products.

A CAutionAry tAle
Shivering: 

mailto:dj@ceramic-sunlimited.com
mailto:dj@ceramic-sunlimited.com
mailto:dj@ceramic-sunlimited.com
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 1. Invest time prospecting for NEW business every 
week. Most business owners rely on existing clients to generate 
sales, going after the 20 percent of your customers who generate 
80 percent of your sales. In other words, we go after the low-
hanging fruit, the ones who are easy to reach. But it is impera-
tive to allot a specific amount of time to look for new business 
opportunities, whether it’s within a current 
customer group or a completely new set 
of demographics. How much time are you 
prepared to commit to prospecting for new 
business? Set a goal, such as every week I 
am going to spend 5 hours to contact new 
customers.

 2. Expand your reach. I know a stu-
dio that regularly gets the team together to 
brainstorm new industries they can target 
for their products (such as preschool, home 
school, sorority, and so on). This helps the studio consistently ex-
ceed their sales goals. What new industries or vertical markets 
can you target? Start a list and then work the list systematically. A 
shotgun approach will only burn you out because your efforts will 
be scattered and not show results.

 3. Improve your value proposition. By value, I mean the 
value you bring to your customers. That can be personalization, cus-
tomization, fundraising, free delivery, team building, or an opportu-
nity to socialize with family and friends. It is easy to say “here’s what 
we do,” but to get a new customer in the store you need to show 
the value you bring to their life by meeting their needs.

 4. Improve your questioning skills. Most people think they 
ask good questions, but in fact they don’t. Ask open-ended ques-
tions so the customer will lead you to the next question. This will 
help you determine their needs. An open-ended question allows the 
customer to answer more than just yes or no. Once you determine 
their needs you can give them ideas and suggestions on how to 
meet and exceed their expectations. Don’t ask: Are you here to 
paint? Do ask: Are you creating a gift today or just here to relax 
and have fun? Asking the right questions will allow you to show the 
value you bring to them. So items 3 and 4 actually go together.

 5. ask for referrals. I know, I know. You’ve heard this before. 
So have I. But networking and asking companies with a similar cli-
ent base or a customer for a referral is the best way to get in the 
door. For example, if you have a teacher in the studio, ask who is in 
charge of the afterschool program or if there are other teachers 
who might need a class project or fundraiser.

 6. Perfect your presentations. This is about adapting each 
sales presentation so that it addresses the specific needs of each pros-
pect, customer, or group. Yes, this is a sales presentation. This means 
learning their needs, whether that is team building, fundraiser, auc-
tion item, monthly education event, or something else. It also means 
investing time to rehearse every sales presentation before you meet 

with your prospect. This may include writing 
letters, attaching color pictures on emails, 
cold calls, or in-person demonstrations.

 7. Gain agreement. You want a com-
mitment from the customer to use your 
services or the studio. This can be as sim-
ple as asking, “Are you prepared to move 
forward?” “Do you want to schedule the 
party?” “Would you like to make reserva-
tions?” “That is a $20 deposit. Will that be 
check or charge?”

 8. Keep your name in your prospect’s mind. A call or 
two is not enough. You need to find creative ways to keep your 
name in your prospect’s mind. This can include snail mail, email, 
networking, drop-by calls, or sending them painted pottery for 
their desk or counter. Make sure that every contact offers some 
type of value to your customer. This can be an announcement of a 
new bisque shape, new party package, or seasonal offer.

 9. Improve your selling skills. Retail means sales, so you 
and your staff are salespeople! If you have never thought of your-
self as a salesperson, it is time to look at this approach and learn 
sales skills. This means you may need to read a book, listen to a 
podcast, take a training program, get some coaching, or join a Mas-
termind group. And don’t just listen to what’s being said; work at 
applying the concepts into your business. I’ve recounted the story 
many times of how I worked at McDonalds during my teens. At 
McDonalds it is required to suggestive-sell on every transaction. 
Suggestive selling is a skill that works and will increase your bot-
tom line.

 10. Show customers why they should keep doing busi-
ness with you. Just because someone has bought from you in 
the past does not mean they will continue to do so in the future. 
There is so much competition for the customer’s free time and 
money. You need to prove to them why they should come back to 
you and spend their hard-earned cash. What do you do best? And 
how does it add value to the customer’s life? List what you do best 
and then promote the heck out of it!

By Teresa “Teddy” Wright, Mayco Studio Market Coordinator

10 Things To Do 
To increase sales

You need to prove to them 
why they should come 
back to you and spend 
their hard-earned cash. 
What do you do best? 

And how does it add value 
to the customer’s life?
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By Gayle DuRivage, 
Painted Earth, Menifee, California

 When I teach acrylic painting to kids, I display 
the finished painting and paint a demo as I teach. I 
show a step, then circulate as the students work, 
giving advice and encouragement and occasion-
ally “helping their hand.” I briefly explain about 
acrylic paint (stressing that it is permanent), the 
canvas and the brushes (they are tools, not toys.) 
I try to use clear language; for example, instead 
of saying, “Paint a big dot,” I say, “Paint a dot the 
size of a quarter.” You can use correct terminol-
ogy like “horizontal line,” then supplement by de-
scribing it as “a laying down line.” I either predraw 
the preliminary shape for the main image on the 
canvas in pencil or a light-colored paint, or I di-
rect the students to draw it. If the students draw, 
check to make sure their shape is the right size 
and shape. This is the foundation around which 
the rest of the painting will be built. After stu-
dents paint the monkey upside-down they enjoy 
turning the canvas around to see their monkey 
balancing on his tail!

MaTErIaLS
 16 x 20-inch canvas
 Easel (optional)
 Styrofoam tray for a palette
 Brushes: #8 flat, #6 flat, #2 round
 Rag
 Water bucket (one for every two students)
 Butcher paper or newspaper to protect 
  tables
 Americana acrylic paints
  Festive Green
  Antique Gold
  Royal Purple
  Primary Yellow
  Snow White
  Lamp Black
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ACRYLIC PAINTING CLASS: 

 Monkeying
      Around!
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DIrECTIoNS
 1. Draw a circle the size of a salad plate in the center of the 
canvas and a smaller circle below it (like an upside-down snow-
man.) This is the monkey’s body. We’re painting him upside-down!
 2. Using the #8 brush, paint around the outside edge of the 
snowman shape with green. Use the side of the bristles to create 
your line, not the tips. Then widen this green section, keeping all 
brushstrokes running in the same direction.
 3. Don’t rinse the brush; just dip it into the gold and paint right 
on top of the green, again keeping the brushstrokes in the same 
direction. Alternate brushing on more green and gold. You want the 
colors to mix somewhat, but not blend completely together. (I tell 
students the gold is the sunlight sparkling through the jungle cano-
py.) Paint the entire background with these colors.
 4. Put about a tablespoon of purple on the palette and stir 
in some green to make a dark green. Again without rinsing the 
brush, dip it into this puddle and paint a dot on the left edge of the 
canvas about 5 inches down from the top. Put another dot at the 
top edge, about 2 inches from the right edge. These mark the be-
ginning and end of the vine. Using the mixed dark green, connect 
these two dots with a wavy line about the width of two fingers.
 5. Now you can rinse your brush! Wipe off excess paint, then 
rinse it in the water bucket and dry on a rag. Paint the whole body 
purple with the #8 brush.
 6. For the left arm, paint a diagonal from the body toward 
the corner, reaching almost even with the top of the head. For the 
right arm, paint a shorter diagonal, then make it into a V angling 
back to touch the body.
 7. For the legs, paint a straight line sitting on top of the larger 
circle (like the top of a table). Paint a “standing up” line from either 

each of this horizontal. Paint a triangle at the end of those lines 
for the feet. For the tail, start a line just slightly above the vine and 
straight down to the monkey’s rump. Paint a short line to the left 
of the tail that extends slightly above and below the vine. Paint 
another short line for the tip of the tail just below the vine. Don’t 
rinse your brush; just set it aside for now.
 8. Load the #4 brush with yellow and paint the banana. Start 
with a curved line (“like a hill”) so the hilltop touches the bottom 
of the monkey’s left arm. Fatten the banana shape in the middle 
and make it pointy at the tips. Pick up a little purple (“the size of 
a ladybug”) with the brush and stroke it on the lower half of the 
banana, right on top of the yellow. Brush it back and forth to blend 
the colors together, creating a shadow. Pick up another ladybug-
sized dot of purple and paint the stem. Rinse this brush.
 9. Using the #8 brush that still has purple on it, mix white 
into the purple on your palette to create a light purple and use 
this to paint a circle (“size of an orange”) for the belly. Cover the 
top half of the smaller circle that is the head with a light purple 
oval. Paint two small ovals for the ears on either side of the head. 
Paint little curved lines for the toes and fingers, as shown.
 10. Use the #4 brush to paint two white ovals for the mon-
key’s eyes about the size of quarters. Rinse the brush. While this 
white dries a little, work on the finishing details. Use the #2 thin 
brush with black to paint spirals for the bellybutton and inside 
the ears, two little dashes for the nostrils, and the smile (make 
“starting and stopping dots” for the corners of the smile, then 
connect them with a curved line. Paint the black eye pupils using 
the #4 brush. Rinse the #4 brush and use it to paint a few curved 
strokes of purple for hair. Finally, add a little dot of white with the 
#2 brush for the highlights on the black pupils in the eyes.
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By Amy Handy, 
Clay Play, Yarmouth, Maine

 We all love Convention, but for many of us gathering together 
just once a year just isn’t enough. And of course—much as they 
might want to—not everyone can make it to Convention all the 
time. So for the second year, the CCSA has been sponsoring re-
gional conventions, beginning in Florida and New Jersey last year, 
and continuing this year in southern California and later in Minne-
sota. We tend to be a sociable bunch, eager to share creative ideas, 
gawk at the great displays in other studios, and swap stories about 
customers (the good, the bad, and the ugly too). So any excuse to 
get together for an industry event helps us magically eclipse the dis-
tance between our far-flung studios. And the West Coast Regional 
proved to be a terrific excuse—and a wonderful experience.

a GrEaT LEarNING ExPErIENCE
 The two-day event featured four technique classes, a busi-
ness class/sales presentation, and a roundtable discussion. In order 
to accommodate the fact that different studios may use different 
underglaze manufacturers, attendees were able to choose from 
Gare, Mayco, and Duncan colors in order to create samples that 
would fit seamlessly into their individual studio displays. The Mi-
grating Color Bowl project yielded a very interesting old-world 
effect using contemporary glazes mixed with a secret ingredient. 
As instructor Jon Dean explained, he had to experiment with vari-
ous additions (since the original technique actually used tobacco!), 
before hitting on vinegar as the right way to achieve the feathery 
dripping look that makes the technique so distinctive.
        The other painting project, Coffee Time, designed by Mayco’s 
Marcia Roullard and taught by Pauline WynDham, featured a line-
up of different types of coffee cups painted on a square plate. The 
black base coat, along with the curtain pictured in the background, 
gives the piece a nice sense of drama. Pauline also demonstrated 
a clay project, a slab butterfly shaped in a bowl, impressed with 
stamped designs, and glazed on the spot—only one firing needed.
        Denise Callen of the Playful Potter in Sparks, Nevada, demon-
strated frit painting, a nice addition for studios already doing glass, and 
is perhaps the perfect comprise for those new to the medium, since it 
basically requires only a clear glass base, a glassline writer, and fine frit. 
She also provided everyone with the text of an excellent “customer 

spiel” for introducing studio visitors to the wonders of glass.
        A helpful session on planning events with month-by-month 
calendars generated lots of idea sharing, from Earth Day promo-
tions to Mother’s day teas to Christmas in July, to seasonal paint-
ing contests where customers post their creations to Facebook 
and get their friends to like their pictures in order to win a major 
piece of bisque or a gift certificate.
        For the business side of things, Larry McLean, founder of 
Partywirks, explained the importance of meeting the increasing de-
mands of online visitors turning them into new customers. Instead 
of having to book every event, party, class, or workshop by phone 
or in person, studios can now utilize the Partywirks service. For 
a one-time setup charge plus a monthly fee, the company makes 
online booking a breeze, eliminating the time and the potential for 
misinformation that come with phone inquiries. They also help their 
clients leverage the various social media platforms, bringing them 
together into a central marketing strategy to increase business.

HoSTING THE EvENT
 The success of this regional convention was due in no small 
part to host Becky Maiefski’s gorgeous Clay ’n Latte studio. (Of 
course, the beautiful San Diego weather in the midst of winter didn’t 
hurt either.) Becky confesses to being very excited about having the 
event at her studio, and very nervous at the same time. She looked 
forward to seeing old friends, meeting new ones, and learning new 
things. But she was anxious about other studio owners critiquing her 
store, judging it not clean enough, or thinking her samples weren’t 
adequate. She needn’t have worried in the least. With expert space 
planning that makes the store appear much larger than its 1,465 
square feet, cleverly designed shelving and displays, and lovely faux 
finishing on the walls, Becky’s studio is welcoming, relaxing, and in-
spiring, filled with a wide variety of appealing samples.
        Becky actually owns two studios. She opened the first in 1998 
with a business partner, at first holding on to her job as a bartender 
until she bought out the partner in 2000. The second studio began 
in 2004, at which point she hired a talented teenager named Katie 
Ramos, who is now her manager. Katie helped keep everything run-
ning smoothly at the event and even baked up many delicious treats 
to help attendees sustain their strength through all the classes. In fact, 
Katie was so enthusiastic about the Regional in the first place that 
she helped convince Becky to host it. Watch for their Precon class 

at this year’s Convention, “Clay for Kids Made Simple,” an in-
novative approach for successful clay projects for camps and 
workshops. Like so many studio owners, Becky loves what she 
does and is grateful to the CCSA for enabling her to make so 
many good lifelong friends in the industry.
        Rounding out the Regional was a cocktail hour and dinner at 
Christy Forrest’s Painted Earth studio in nearby Temecula. Her 
very talented manager Gayle DuRivage even offered a bonus 
technique session, showing how a cross-section of cardboard 
from a paper towel roll can be shaped into a heart or petal to 
create a shape to stamp on bisque and even fill with color.
        From the classes, idea sharing, and socializing, to the 
door prizes, bags full of goodies from various suppliers, and 
the wonderful host studio, the West Coast Regional proved 
to be a great way for renewing acquaintances, making new 
connections, and learning wonderful new things.

West Coast Regional
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www.lynnadamsdesigns.com
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By Pauline WynDham, 
Mayco School Representative

 Hamsa, which means “five” in Arabic, is a charm used by people 
of Islamic, Jewish, and Egyptian faiths. The Hamsa hand has always 
been associated with a female entity offering protection from evil 
and misfortune. It is believed to offer its owner happiness, peace, 
and prosperity and to ward off the evil eye. The hamsa often looks 
like a hand with three fingers pointing straight and the thumb and 
pinky pointing outward. The palm is commonly covered with an 
eye. The fingers can point up or down.

MaTErIaLS:
 Moist clay, cone 4/06
 Canvas
 Rolling pins
 1/4 inch wooden slats
 Hand pattern
 Textured Lace
 Needle tool or skewer
 Design press tools (CD-1078)
 Synthetic sponge
 CB-106 #6 script liner brush
 CB-604 #4 soft fan brush
 Fettling knife

STroKE & CoaT 
CoLorS:
 SC-6 Sunkissed
 SC-9 Jaded
 SC- 11 Blue Yonder
 SC-36 Irish Luck
 SC-83 Tip Taupe
 SC-87 Ruby Slippers

DIrECTIoNS:
 1.  With the clay on the canvas, place a wooden slat on 
  each side and use the rolling pin to roll out the clay 
  to 1/4 inch thickness.
 2.  Trace a hand or use the pattern.
 3.  Lay the lace over the center of the hand and press 
  with the rolling pin to imprint the lace texture on the clay.
 4.  Using the needle tool or skewer, cut and remove the 
  excess clay.
 5.  Roll out a long coil for the outside border. 
  Slip and score this coil into place.
 6.  Roll out a thinner coil for the eye outline.
 7.  Add a flat eye and press with one of the texture 
  tools from CD-1078.
 8.  Add texture to the finger area of the clay using the 
  texture tools.
  9.   Add a coil to the top of the palm to use for 
         hanging your amulet.
     10.   Add desired color with Stroke & Coat.
     11.   While color is still wet, lightly press on the wet 
         Stroke & Coat with a clean paper towel to remove 
         some color from the raised areas of the hand. 
         This will give it an antique look.
 12.     Water down the SC-83 Tip Taupe and apply one coat 
       to the entire hand to give it a “faux tea stain” look.
 13.     Let dry completely and fire to cone 04.
 14.     Clear glaze and refire to Cone 06.

hamsa 
 hand
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International 
News

By Tracy Vrkljan, Program Planner, Art Glazed Over, Burlington, Ontario, Canada

 I like to think of myself as a marketing guru. In an industry 
where the cost for a newspaper ad is about half the monthly rent, 
one has to be creative. My mindset that cheap or free is my favorite! 
The marketing of Art Glazed Over is extremely important in the 
age of social media, blogs, and web surfers. One of the main issues 
is that the studio is in a very established neighborhood where a 
lot of customers don’t necessarily use the computer. So, promoting 
to grandma who has her grandchildren for the weekend is just as 
important as marketing to the on-the-go Blackberry-in-hand mom!
 Tony and I opened our studio in Burlington, Ontario, Canada, 
in May 2007, but building the business with four kids in tow, while 
I was still finishing my degree, was stressful and costly. After five 
years in business, one not only has to be creative about class ideas, 
but marketing ideas as well. Is it really possible to be stumped on 
marketing ideas?
 On a quiet evening last year in May, I decided to sit and watch 
a movie with the kids. Now, I still have a VCR, so the only place we 
can get cassettes is at the local goodwill. The kids decided to pick The 
Santa Clause with Tim Allen. Sure, why not? I remember them film-
ing that movie years ago in the neighboring town of Oakville in the 
middle of July, the streets filled with snow. Stop, rewind, that’s it!
 The Santa Claus parade! I don’t think I ever drove as quickly 
to get home and start my search on how we could be a float in the 
Burlington parade. For years as a child I was a majorette and my 
mom shuttled me from parade to parade. It can’t be that hard, I fig-
ured. And it really wasn’t. Just fill out the application, pay $125 for the 
spot, and they supply the big rig and 52-foot flat-deck trailer. Done! 
Wrong!! What the heck am I going to fill a 52-foot float with? Well, I 
had lots of time to think about it. . . . Or so I thought.
 As a successful summer was coming to an end, I realized I hadn’t 

even thought about what to put on this float. With September knock-
ing at the door and one of the slowest months of the year, I had time 
to think. Why not let my customers design it? So I decided that ev-
ery customer would get a coloring contest sheet to design the float. 
Even though I might not necessarily use the design, the top five winners 
would get an opportunity to ride on the float too. I made 500 coloring 
contest sheets and put them out at every birthday party, scouts group, 
Facebook marketing opportunity—everywhere I could.
 Before I knew it November was here and I still had no ideas! I 
turned to Chatter for help from other studios but was still struggling 
on how to build this. Finally, Ladies Night turned this stress around for 
me. An owner of a local daycare was talking about which kids were go-
ing to be in the parade this year for the daycare. I mentioned that we 
were going to be in the parade too. “What are you doing?” I asked. Kind 
enough to share, she told me, “We use the company van and decorate 
and have all the kids wave.” I asked, “What about the tractor trailer?” 
She replied, “Five years ago we did that too, but with -15 degree weath-
er and snow and rain it was too much for the little ones on the float.” 
Good point, I thought—Canadian weather is like Jekyll and Hyde.
 Great! Now What? All I could imagine was that the six-foot 
bisque plates I was going to build would go flying across Lake On-
tario with the next big gust of wind. It wouldn’t be snowing flakes 
but Styrofoam plates and teapots! Tony could see this was eating 
away at me. “Why don’t you ask if you can rent a school bus?” he 
suggested. I gave him the “are you for real?” look but then I let it 
settle in. I drive bus part-time; the worst thing is they can say no.
 So the next morning I filled out some paperwork for the Ops 
Manager at the bus company, and before 8:30 am as I was finishing up 
my bus route, I heard over radio, “Tracy, can you see me in my office this 
morning?” Lovely, I thought—they think I am nuts. Well, to my surprise, 

they said yes. As long as I was doing the driving in the parade 
and would display the name of the bus company, they would 
donate it. I did a party dance all the way to the studio! 
 Now came the next question. How do we decorate and 
what do we market on the bus? That was the easy part. 
Promote the mobile aspect of the studio! With the help 
of family and friends we created a handprint-filled mobile 
studio. It was so cool to see a lot of our customers wave 
to us and the little ones along the streets point at us as if 
to say, “Look at the handprints.” The best part is that we 
stayed warm in the bus. The phone started ringing off the 
hook for birthday parties as far out as April.
 So when you’re in a marketing slump, just think of what 
used to catch your eye as a kid. And then go for it...

taking it to the streets: a UniqUe Marketing idea



immediately. The customer has never returned and she did, indeed, 
remove the negative comment.
 Michelle Booth of Glazed Over in Houston, Texas, had a dif-
ferent reason to fire a customer. In her situation, the customers 
were a mom and her two daughters. They painted two salad plates 
and they fired beautifully except for a small bump of kiln brick or 
the like. It was small enough that Michelle’s trained eye didn’t catch 
it. Nevertheless, the customer picked up on the small imperfec-
tion right away. Michelle explained the variables of kiln firing and 
the customer walked away seemingly happy with her results. A 
short time later, the hammer fell. The customer’s husband called 
and became downright abusive. He yelled, was sarcastic, caustic, 
mean, and in fact threatened to “come down there to take care of 

the problem.” Michelle asked him to stop 
yelling or she would be forced to hang up 
and when he continued the tirade, she did.
 A short time later, the customer came 
in to paint again and apologized for her hus-
band, offering up excuses for his behavior 
to Michelle. At that point, Michelle made it 
clear that while she and her children were 
welcome to visit any time, her husband was 
to never set foot in Glazed Over again. For-
tunately, they have complied.

 Now, is it right for you to do the same with some of your wild-
est and worst situations? Perhaps. Some of these situations could 
surely have been rectified by hand holding or giving away free pot-
tery, gift certificates, and so on. It’s just that these studio owners 
made the decision that it was not worth the expense of inventory, 
time, or most of all, sanity. As the old saying goes, you can please 
some of the people some of the time but you can’t please all of the 
people all of the time.
 If you have a 
customer service 
situation or 
dilemma (past 
or present), e-mail 
me with details 
at amarilys@
paintedbyu.com 

and let’s see 
how some 
of our 
colleagues 
might handle 

it.
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By Amarilys P. Barnett, 
Painted By U, Birmingham, Alabama

 How many times have you fantasized about really telling a cus-
tomer how you feel? Yes, I know, I know. We’re selling entertainment. 
We’re selling customer service. We’re selling an experience . . .and I’m 
betting that most of us excel at giving nothing but the best to our 
customers. Still, there are moments that take us to the brink of sanity. 
Those are the moments I’d like to explore for the next little bit.
 As I talked to our colleagues about customer service issues, 
a couple of ladies told me about the time they actually fired a 
customer. Now, before anyone goes out and makes a list of all the 
people they want to fire, let’s be clear. I’m not suggesting that we 
go out and eliminate those folks that may 
be deserving of being wiped off the face of 
the PYOP world. I just want us to just con-
sider what would happen if the customer 
wasn’t always right.
 Put yourself at Christmastime. You’ve 
had a fourteen-hour day and there are still 
another three of kiln room work to be done. 
You’ve been gracious the entire day and have 
consistently offered high-quality service and 
an experience to match. Nevertheless, there 
is a customer or two who never seem to be satisfied, no matter 
how you handle a situation. This is the position that Kate Lillie of 
Your Plate Or Mine in Lansing, Michigan, found herself in a couple 
of years ago. Kate considers herself the “Supreme Empress” of her 
store (note to self: change my business cards to reflect this title) and 
has a slightly different approach to customer service.
 After offering unmatched service to her customers, these la-
dies continued to complain incessantly about one thing or another. 
This wasn’t the first time, either. According to Kate, they searched 
for something to complain about each time they would visit. After 
a particularly tough day, she made a decision. These ladies would 
no longer be welcome in her studio. Kate wrote the ladies a check 
in the amount of their last purchase accompanied with a letter 
asking them to not return to her studio since it would appear that 
she could not satisfy them. Problem solved. Sanity saved.
 Rudeness is not the only reason to consider firing a 
customer. Julie Stewart of The Glazing Pot in Greer, South 
Carolina, had a situation that she felt merited the firing of 
a customer. Again, it was Christmas. As has happened to 
all of us, an item came up missing among a large group 
when the customer came to pick it up. Apologies were 
made, and Julie promised to personally deliver it the mo-
ment she found it. As it turns out, the item had just fallen 
between shelves and was located within a few minutes and 
the customer was contacted. As promised, Julie hand-delivered 
the ornament to the customer, only to be met by a rude, con-
descending, and ungrateful customer. Furthermore, Julie had 
discovered that in the twenty minutes that it took to locate the 
item and contact the customer, she had written a negative review 
on Google. Julie made a decision that this situation was not worth 
dealing with and made it clear that she was to never return to The 
Glazing Pot and requested that the Google review be removed 

An Unusual Approach

Michelle made it clear 
that while she and her 

children were welcome to 
visit any time, her husband 

was to never set foot in 
Glazed Over again. 
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by Marcia Roullard, Mayco

Skill Level: Basic; Time: 11/2 hours

BISQUE:
 MB-1337 Bird Brain Bank

MayCo CoLorS:
 CG-756 Firecracker
 SC-15 Tuxedo
 SC-16 Cotton Tail
 SC24 Dandelion
 SC-26 Green Thumb
 SC-73 Candy Apple Red

DECoraTING aCCESSorIES:
 CB-604 #4 soft fan brush
 CB-110 #10/0 liner brush
 CB-106 #6 script liner brush
 AC-212 3/4” round sponge on a stick
 BT-910 synthetic sponge
 ST-338 Deco Diamonds stamp

aDDITIoNaL MaTErIaLS:
 Pencil

DIrECTIoNS:

1.  Begin with properly fired shelf cone 04 bisque. Moisten a 
 clean sponge and wipe bisque to remove any dust. Remove 
 the bank stopper.

2.  Using the soft fan brush, apply 2 coats of CG-756 Firecracker 
 to the body of the bird, including wings, omitting the chest.

3.  Apply 1 coat of CG-756 Firecracker into the hair, then wipe 
 some off so it just stays in the detail. Using a damp sponge, 
 wipe off some from the detail area of the wings.

4.  Using the soft fan brush, apply 2–3 coats of SC-24 Dandelion 
 to the chest, overlapping onto the CG-756 Firecracker. 
 Allow to dry.

5.  Using the sponge on a, load the sponge with SC-15 Tuxedo. 
 Tap the paint onto the Deco Diamond Stamp, then press the 
 stamp gently onto the chest. (You may wish to cut one of 
 the Deco Diamonds from the stamp to make it easier 
 to stamp the chest.) Continue stamping the chest 
 (refer to photo). Allow to dry.

6.  Using the liner brush, dot the flower in the center of the 
 stamp design with SC-73 Candy Apple Red, and the small dots 
 with SC-27 Sour Apple. Fill in the space between the 
 diamonds with one coat of SC-73 Candy Apple Red.

7.  Using the script liner, apply 2 coats of SC-16 Cotton Tail to 
 the eyes, apply 1 coat of SC-24 Dandelion to the large portion 
 of the eyes, and 2 thinned coats of SC-26 Green Thumb to 
 the iris.

8.  Using the liner brush, apply 2 coats of SC-15 Tuxedo to the 
 beak and pupil, and line the eyes with SC-15 Tuxedo.

9.  Using the script liner, apply 2 coats of SC-27 Sour Apple to 
 the hair and the portion of the wings where the color has 
 been wiped back. Allow to dry.

10. Stilt and fire to cone 06. Replace the bank stopper.

Diamond 
BirD 

Brain 
Bank



 thinner than the rest of the nose. Tap the bottom of the 
 nose shape on a flat surface to form a triangle. Attach the 
 nose to look like it is growing out of the clay, not just sitting 
 on top of the base. Smoosh, smoosh, smoosh! With a straw 
 or the end of a brush, add the nostrils. (They need 
 to breathe!) Kids can get really creative with the noses.

5.  Basic Mouth: Roll out a simple coil of clay to make an easy 
 mouth as shown, or get creative and draw an interesting 
 mouth with a stick.

6.  Use your imagination to design facial expressions with a 
 wooden skewer or the end of a brush.

7.  Use a straw to make a hole at the top of the piece, and 
 three holes spaced near or under the mouth for clay 
 chimes that will be added.

8.  Using any excess rolled/slabbed out clay, cut out three 
 circles. (We cut 2-inch circles with a metal cookie cutter.) 
 Press designs into each of the three circles with a stamp. 
 (We used Mayco’s rubber stamp series.). Use a straw to cut 
 a hole at the top of each circle for hanging.

9.  Smooth out any rough edges and have each person score 
 their name or initials on the back of each piece. Let dry. 
 Kiln fire to cone 04.

10. Using twine, rope, or ribbon, attach the chimes to the 
 bottom and add a loop at the top for hanging. Beading is also 
 a fun addition to this project, especially for weeklong camps.

 See—a simple project, and best of all, using a good red earthen-
ware requires only one kiln firing. So go have some muddy fun!

 For questions on this or other clay projects, contact me at judi@
itsyourspottery.com.
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By Judi Novotny, 
It’s Yours Pottery, Omaha, Nebraska

 The summer season is here. If you’re still searching for an 
easy clay project to offer for camp, this one is sure to be a hit and 
so simple to do! I usually teach the basics, followed with allowing 
the kids to become artists themselves. It’s always amazing how 
creative children can be when given the opportunity.
   
MaTErIaLS
 1 lb. low-fire red earthenware clay per student
 Pin tool (wooden skewers work well too)
 Slab roller or rolling pin
 Circle cutters of choice
 Drinking straw
 Rubber stamp
 Twine, rope, or ribbon

1.  Roll or slab out a chunk of clay to approximately 6 x 6 
 inches, 1/4 inch thick. (I like to keep our pieces a bit 
 thicker when working with younger children.)

2.  Using a circle cutter of choice, cut out a large circle for 
 the project face. (I go for easy and cheap and use a 
 juice bottle lid.)

3.  Basic Eyes: Press deeply into the clay where you want 
 the eyes to be, forming eye sockets. Roll a small marble 
 of clay for each eyeball. Place these in the sockets and 
 mold onto one side of the eye socket to secure as it 
 dries. (If using moist clay, there is no need to score and 
 slip pieces. We call it clay smooshing.) Using your little 
 finger, press and intent the eyeball for definition.

4.  Basic Nose: Roll a small amount of clay into the shape 
 of a shooter-size marble, then roll it into a cylinder. 
 Pinch at the top to form the bridge of the nose, which is 

SUMMER FUN & FUNKY CLAY
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By Denise Christmas-Gibson, 
Delphi Glass 

 These cute faces are perfect as walk-in projects for kids this 
summer!

MaTErIaLS:
 Clear glass
 Colored glass chips
 Nightlight

DIrECTIoNS:

 1.  Cut, score, and break a 3-inch circle from THIN clear 
  glass. Standard clear glass also works, but cutting 
  circles from thin glass is much easier.

 2.  Then let your creativity take over.
  Monkey: Cut additional 11/2-inch circle, then cut in half.
  Create ears: Lay cut circles under the 3-inch circle 
  on each side.

  frog or Mouse: Cut two 11/4-inch circles.
  Create eyes or ears: Lay the smaller circles toward the 
  top of the 3-inch circle just under the glass.

  Cat or Pig: Cut two triangles from 11/4-inch strip of 
  clear glass. Create ears: Lay the triangles just under the 
  glass at the top.

  Dog: Cut an extra 3-inch circle. Cut the spare circle at 3/4” 
  from each side. You will have a leftover piece of glass from the 
  center. Use the two “sides” of the circle for dog ears. Lay the 
  ears just under the glass, fanning out just slightly.

 3.  Fire to a tack fuse to connect the base design together.
  Give the base to each student, UPSIDE DOWN. 
  The smoothest side will now be on the top. Decorate 
  with nipped-down chips of glass. Fire to tack fuse.
  Attach a nightlight clip to the back of the project.

 If anyone has any questions about this project, feel free to call Denise 
at 800-248-2048, x3066, or email her at denise@delphiglass.com

Fun Face 
nightlights

mailto:denise@delphiglass.com


 By Sandi Kirkwood, 
 Clay Casa, San Antonio, Texas

 Pictured with a canvas painting of Seuss-like trees, this mug is 
inspired by Dr. Seuss’s The Lorax. Most students in our recent art 
camp painted the mug in the colors listed here, but some choose 
other color combinations. Purple, lime green, and blue produced 
great results too.

MayCo BISQUE
 MB-1325 Eye Mug

MayCo CoLorS
 SC-75 Orange-A-Peel
 SC-15 Tuxedo
 SC-24 Dandelion

Seuss-InspiredSeuss-InspiredMUG
DIrECTIoNS

 1.  Draw a mustache on the mug in pencil. Paint it with 3 
  coats of SC-24 Dandelion.

 2.  Paint the rest of the mug, inside and out, with SC-75 
  Orange-A-Peel, avoiding the eyes.

 3.  Using SC-15 Tuxedo, paint the pupils of the eyes and 
  outline the mustache.

 4.  Dip and fire to cone 06.


